MEDIA / PRESS RECOGNITIONS (IN THE NEWS):

- **Italian Magazine Focus Extra (Pages 76,77,78 of Extra)** mentions our OSN based Flu Trends research - Download [Media Coverage]

- **Georgia Department of Public Health News** - "Researchers Now Using Social Media to Track Flu Epidemics."

- **Computer Science Department News** - Achrekar defends PhD thesis on using social networks to predict flu trends on September 6, 2012. Download [Thesis]

- Harshavardhan Achrekar awarded **Outstanding Computer Science Graduate Student** at University of Massachusetts Lowell - 2012

- **Computer Science Department News** - "Twitter improves Seasonal Influenza Prediction", Health Informatics, Portugal, February 2012 received Best Student Paper Award.

- "Researchers can Follow Outbreaks in Real Time" article published in University of Massachusetts, Lowell news by Edwin L. Aguirre on October 07, 2011.

- "Tweets speak volumes about flu epidemics in USA" article published in Computer Science Department news by Martin, Fred on April 21, 2011.


- **Book - Wisdom of the crowd** by Samen Slimmer provides reference to my research work.

- **Computational Social Science Course** offered as part of curriculum
  - Markus Strohmaier Univ. of Koblenz-Landau, Germany. Computational Social Science and microposts - The good, the bad and the ugly was presented at WWW'2014 Korea, Seoul mentions about my work on predicting flu trends using Twitter.
  - GESIS – Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences is the largest infrastructure institution for the Social Sciences in Germany.
  - Course work - Course #04199, module 04IN2042 - Computational Social Science
  - Subject - Introduction to computational social science (CSS01) by Lauri Eloranta, University of Helsinki, Finland
    By Professor David Aldous – Department of Statistics, University of California, Berkeley
  - Course Work:- Hot Topic in Cloud Computing 3 SUNY Buffalo in Fall 2013 by Prof. Chunming Qiao
• “Predicting flu trends using twitter data” listed in Preliminary List of Reference for Twitter and the Real World at Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM) 2013.

• **Youth Violence: What we Need to Know**
  Report of the Subcommittee on Youth Violence of the Advisory Committee to the Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences Directorate, National Science Foundation has a reference to my work.
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